In detecting the inseparability of a mixed state, partial transposition(PT) operation is often a crucial step. Recently, it has been demonstrated that for the Gaussian state, PT operation to the Wigner function is simple. However, due to various type of noise to the source or channel, there are a lot of practically existing states which are not in Gaussian form, e.g., the squeezed state produced by non-perfect source or the squeezed state transmitted by the noisy channel. We investigate the partial transpose(PT) operation for continuous variable state in Fock space. We point out the PT operation in Fock space is clear and simple, no matter it is in Gaussian form or other forms. We formulate a type of practical state in the form of mixture of different squeezed vacuum states and number states. We then show the inseparability of squeezed stats with various noise. We show that two mode squeezed state is always inseparable under certain types of noise. We also give the necessary and sufficient condition for non-negative definite Gaussian operator. Based on this, we give the criterion of inseparability for Gaussian continuous variable state in Fock space in the density operator form.
Quantum entanglement or inseparability plays a fundamentally important role in the fascinating discipline of quantum computation and quantum information. It is therefore important for one to have ways to check whether a given state is inseparable. Detection of the inseparability of a pure bipartite state is simple. One can check the Schumidt number to detect the state inseparability. However, to mixed states, which are more often met in practice, we have no way to see the Schumidt number. A particularly elegant criterion for checking the inseparability was given by Peres [1] . This condition later on has been applied to various discrete states [2, 3, 4] . While a lot of studies in quantum computation and quantum information have been based on the discrete states, such as spin state or polarized photon state, recently many new proposals in area of quantum computation or quantum information(QCI) are based on the continuous variable states [5, 6, 7, 8] . In certain respects, continuous variable state can have advantages to the discrete states. So far, almost all novel properties in QCI are using the entanglement of the quantum states. Consequently, investigation of the entanglement of continuous variable states is crucially important. It may be difficult to give the sufficient and necessary condition of inseparability to all continuous variable states. However, it is possible to give the simple criterion for certain special group of continuous variable states, especially for those states which practically exits in laboratory. Very recently [9, 10] , the necessary and sufficiently condition for inseparability was given for the two variable Gaussian state based on the uncertainty principle and the PT operation. The distillability was also studied recently for the two variable Gaussian state [11, 12] . In these works, the mathematical start point is the Wigner function, whose PT operation is simple and clear. However, a lot of practically existing states are not in Gaussian form. So far the investigations on the inseparability to these states are rare. Actually, the PT operation in Fock space is also simple. Our work is directly using Peres ′ partial transpose operation to the density operator itself.
We shall first make it clear what is a partial transpose operation on the continuous variable state, i.e., given a state, how to explicitly write the state after PT operation. We then check the inseparability of various types of practically existing states. In doing so, we formulate a new type practical state in the form of mixture of different squeezed vacuum states and Fock number states. Finally, we apply the PT operation to the Gaussian operator. We give the general criterion on the positivity of multi-variable Gaussian state in Fock space. Since it has already been shown that there is no positive PT Gaussian state for N ⊗ 1 system [13] (i.e., Gaussian state with N particles in one subspace and 1 particle in the other subspace), our positivity condition is just the necessary and sufficient condition for the separability of N × 1 Gaussian state.
PT operation is very simple in Fock space. We start from the number state |n i >(i from 1 to l), creation and annihilation operators a † i and a i in bosonic Fock space. Without loss of any generality, operators in Fock space can be described by summation of l-mode ket bra operator
Suppose mode 1 to j − 1 belong to subspace A and mode j to l belong to subspace B, the PT operation to subspace B is simply done as
Besides this Ket Bra form, operator in Fock space can also be expressed in creation and annihilation operators. In such case one can either transform it into Ket Bra operator form, or directly use the formula in the following to do the PT operation. The matrix elements of creation and annihilation operators in single mode Fock space are < m|a † |n >= δ m−1,n and < m|a|n >= δ m,n−1 respectively. We also have a † = ∞ n=0 |n + 1 >< n| and a = ∞ n=0 |n >< n + 1|. Since n can only take non-negative integer number we have n * = n. Consequently,
and the superscript T indicates the transpose operation. In a similar way, we can show a more general formula as
and k is an arbitrary natural number. Without loss of generality, a l-mode density operator in Fock space can be written in the following normally ordered form (i.e., all creation operator)
If we take partial transpose to operatorŴ on the mode from j to l, the operator changes intô
More concisely, it isŴ
The notaion : · · · : indicates putting the creation operator at left and annihilation operator at right for each mode in the operation functional f . Thus we have the following criterion for inseparability of multi variable continuous state: Proposition 1: Suppose subspace A consists particles with a subscript from 1 to j − 1, subspace B consists of particles with subscript from j to l, if operatorŴ P T defined by eq. (6) or eq. (7) is not positive definite of semidefinite then the l−mode density operatorŴ defined by eq. (5) is inseparable between subspace A and subspace B.
Inseparability of two mode squeezed state is robust under some types of noise . Using the partial transposition operation in Fock space, we can detect the inseparability for two mode squeezed states under various noise very easily. We find that the inseparability of two mode squeezed state is robust under many types of noise. Practically speaking, we can rarely have pure squeezed state due to the the noise. For example, sometimes our detector can detect no photon even though we "produced" one before. In this case it is reasonable to assume that the state is a mixture of squeezed state and vacuum state. If the pump does not reliably offer the pure beam light, the output state can be a mixture of state with different squeezing parameter. For all these situations, we can use the following general density operator for our state:
Mathematically, we can use a more general formula as
Here p(r) and p ′ (n 1 , n 2 ) are the probabilistic distribution functions satisfying
, r 0 and r 1 are positive numbers(r 1 > r 0 ). Using the normally ordered form of squeezing operator we can simplify the integration part. Using eq (7) we may take the partial transposition operation and obtain
In the derivation we have used |00 >< 00| =: exp(−a † 1 a 1 − a † 2 a 2 ) : (notation : · · · : is for normal ordering.) Consider the following linear superposed state in Fock space
and M > M 1 , M > M 2 . We have
Thus ρ P T is not positive semi-definite and the state defined in eq(9) or eq(8) is inseparable. As far as we have known, eq(8) and eq(9) are the new formulas for the squeezed state with practically existing noise or instrumental imperfections in laboratory. This state is somewhat similar to the Werner state [15] for the discrete system. However, the result is different. Mixture of Bell state can be separable very often, while the mixture of different squeezed vacuum and number state is always inseparable. Besides the above form of mixture, there are some other forms for the squeezed state with noise. For example, the squeezed state will be entangled with the environment given the noisy channel [14] . We take the phase damping channel as an example here. Suppose initially we have a perfect pure squeezed state S|00 >< 00|S
† . In the phase damping channel the density operator obeys the following Master equation in the interaction picture.
and
The solution is
For this ρ(t), the entanglement formation has been numerically calculated [16] . However, as it is described in [16] , "It is not clear from the present numerical analysis whether the state is always entangled for finite γt". Using the PT operation in Fock space we can easily draw a conclusion on that. Taking the PT operation to ρ(t) we get
Considering state
Thus we draw the conclusion: A two mode squeezed state is always inseparable in phase damping channel.
We have shown the inseparability robusty of two mode squeezed to certain types of noise. Obviously similar problems can be introduced for the multi-variable continuous state cases and can be treated in the same way. We believe there are some other examples where we have no way to show whether it is always inseparable, but we can always give some sufficient conditions for the inseparability. Inseparability criterion to Gaussian form density operator. Among the various ways to describe the quantum state, density operator is the most fundamentally important one and also the most general one in quantum mechanics. In this letter, by using the PT operation in Fock space, we can obtain the explicit formula for inseparability criterion directly to the exponential quadratic density operator instead of the Wigner Function. In princilpe, once we have the results expressed in the Wigner function form we can map it to the density operator expression. However, in practice, to the l-mode Gaussian state, this mapping involves the inverse calculation of 2l mode matrix, in general it is difficult to obtain explicit formula finally, i.e., an inseparability criterion expressed by the explicit function of parameters in the density operator. For this sake, we start from the following operator form for the Gaussian state.
Here a and a † are row vectors with l components, e.g.
) while a and a † are l components colummn vector. According to eq(6), partial transposition for particles with subscript from j to l changes the state into
. This ρ P T is equivalent to
where σ is a 2l × 2l matrix defiend as σ f f = 1, σ l+f,l+f = 1 for f ≤ j; σ f,l+f = 1, σ l+f,f = 1 for f > j; and all the other matrix elements are 0. With the above formulae, one can take partial transposition to any Gaussian state very easily. To check the inseparability, we need to check the non-negativity for the Gaussian operator ρ P T and we have Proposition 2: For Gaussian operator ρ P T defined above, it is positive definite if and only if all the eigenvalues of matrix B ′ not less than −1.
Proof: If we find certain operator A so that ρ P T = AA † , then ρ P T is positive semidefinite. Note that in the normally ordered form, operator : exp (aB Suppose the first h eigenvalues of of matrix B ′ are −1, then we have
where 
Thus eq(21) is shown. In the case that matrix B ′ has any eigenvalue less than −1, without loss of any generality, we suppose
By doing Taylor expansion of the exponential we know the terms of expectation values on vacuum state is 1, while the expectation value on state |0 > is
So operator ρ P T is not positive semidefinite in this case.
Combining equations (19, 20 ) and Proposition 2 one can check the inseparability of any Gaussian state very easily. They make a sufficient condition for the inseparability. In particular, it has been shown [13] recently that for N ⊗ 1 Gauaaian state, there is no inseparable state that is positive semi-definite after the PT operation. That is to say, eq (19, 20) and proposition 2 have actually given the necessary and sufficient condition for the inseparability of bipartite Gaussian state which has N particles in one subspace and 1 particle in the other subspace.
To demonstrate the idea, we consider an un-normalized 3-variable Gaussian state is defined as: and 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1, 0 ≤ λ 3 ≤ 1. If ρ is a physics state( i.e., ρ should satisfy some conditions such as non-negative definite and normalizable), there are some restrictions to the parameters in the state. Here we assume all parameters only take values which make ρ a physics state. Suppose mode 1 and 2 mode are in subspace A while mode 3 are in subspace B. Taking PT operation to mode 3 we obtain the operator Concluding remark. In summary, we have noted that the partial transposition operation to continuous variable state can be done very easily in Fock space. We then using the PT operation checking the inseparability of some types of practically exsiting states. We formulate a general type of state which is the mixture of different squeezed vacuum states and number states. We find that the inseparability of two mode squeezed state never disappears under certain types of noises. We also give the necessary and sufficient condition for positivity of the normally ordered multi-mode Gaussian operator. This can be used to detect the inseparability of Gaussian state. In particular, for the N ⊗ 1 Gaussian state, this makes the necessary and sufficient condition for the inseparability.
